
hen shopping for mattresses, we’re 
advised to trust our feelings. You’ll know the mattress for you, 
doctors and salespeople say: it’ll just feel good. Sadly, this is not 
true. The one that felt good may be a debilitating mistake.

This is one of many ways choosing a mattress and mate is 
alike. My own mattress shopping saga began when I blithely 
agreed to replace my 15-year-old firm mattress at the request of 
a boyfriend, who said he wasn’t sleeping well with me. After try-
ing out a few at Sleepy’s, a chain ubiquitous in New York City,  
I chose another inexpensive firm mattress.

At home, I hated it. I called it the “rock” and after two 
days, I was exhausted. My boyfriend, who loved it, 
broke up with me at the end of the first full week-
end. I said, “I’m complaining about the mattress, 
not you!” He said, “Are you happy? I’m not.” I 
saw that he was right. Sad, but relieved that at 
least now my mattress would only have to please 
me, I returned to Sleepy’s. The rule was you 
could exchange as many times as you wanted, 
within two months (as long as the new mattress 
cost the same or more). The saleswoman who sold 
me the firm mattress now recommended a pricier 
cream mattress that felt and looked like a sofa you’d 
find in a B&B: a plushtop. I sunk in and relaxed.

But the morning after my first night alone on the cream 
mattress, I awoke with an unfamiliar stabbing sensation just 
above my butt. I spent the next several hours lying on the floor. 
Did I need more “support?” And how much support? Who 
knew shopping for a mattress was so difficult?

On my third try, I chose one that was neither especially soft 
nor firm: the middle chair for Goldilocks. At home, it gave me 
shooting pains up and down my spine.

The moment arrived when I wondered if I was the problem, 
and that if my needs were reasonable any of these mattresses 
might have been able to meet them. The analogies with romance 
became impossible to miss.

Among them: Blaming yourself doesn’t make you happy 
with your mattress.

Keeping in mind that: You’re affected even when you’re 
not actually with the mattress. With the wrong mattress you’re 
stuck on the surface of yourself, you toss and turn more than 
usual and miss out on the most restorative, deep-dreaming sleep. 
Much science demonstrates that missing out on deep dream-
time increases sensitivity to pain—all day long.  The wrong one 
weakens you. The right one makes life pleasant. 

Remembering as well that fear can provide useful informa-
tion. It is not true that “you have nothing to fear but fear itself.” 
There is stuff to fear—including fear itself.  

Most importantly: Can you live with the current mattress?

W
I couldn’t. And I’d run out of mattresses at Sleepy’s that I 

could afford.  
Since my troubles had begun with a breakup, the best person to 

appeal to for solace and practical assistance must be another ex. 
One of mine had been making do with an old mattress and 

needed a push to move on. 
So, together we went to Sleepy’s. My companion walked 

straight to the most beautiful mattress, the elite of the luxury 
line, lay down and didn’t want to get up. The store agreed to let 
me exchange my mattress for the pricier one, and deliver it, not 
to me, but to him.  

 I was now free. And my friend was in love. 
In a mattress-less time during which I slept on a sofa, I discov-

ered a shameful lack of science considering the population that 
suffers from sleep issues and body pains. There hasn’t been much 
progress to date. But the analogies between mattresses and mates 
multiplied, the more I knew.

 When you can’t make your peace with a mainstream choice, 
you start flirting with weirdos. Online, I found mattresses with 
adjustable controls for firmness, beds with adjustable wood slats, 
beds with joints that allow them to be propped at different angles 
and mattresses with embedded magnets that draw blood to parts 
of the body. Water beds are back without the bong. Old-fash-
ioned craftspeople will customize a mattress for you by hand. 
Another analogy: Your friends may lose interest. If you’ve gotten 

boring, be considerate and find your community online in a 
relevant forum. 

On my mattress-discussion forum, I divined a con-
sensus. People seemed to believe strongly in latex, 
a natural alternative to foam. Rubber yields but 
bounces back. Dust mites do badly in rubber, a 
boon for allergy sufferers. Rubber holds up better 
than springs to wear. 

A Fort Bragg, California firm (flobeds.com or 
1-800-Flobeds) sold a latex bed in panels—soft, 

medium, firm, extra-firm and super-firm—that could 
be paired and stacked as I pleased. I was delighted to 

note thirteen possible firmnesses. Best of all, you could 
customize each side with separate panels for two sleepers.
While I was concerned about buying long-distance, another 

part of me liked the thought of California. And I now guessed 
that anything, however irrelevant, that made me happy was 
useful. Fantasy is part of the process, if you can make it work 
for you. 

Long-distance was a plus. 
The deal-maker:  I could return it within three months and I 

could exchange panels indefinitely. This guarantee was not only 
endless but honored mixed feelings. Because the system had two 
panels stacked one on top of each other, and was designed so it 
could be customized separately for you and a companion, I re-
ceived four panels in all. The company told me I could keep any 
of them and discard others. I’d never face a harsh choice where I 
either had to accept dissatisfaction or  separate completely. 

In short, I could fix it, or I should say, I could fix us. I knew 
that I’d never need to exercise this guarantee in order to experi-
ence its power. It just felt good. 
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“Who  
knew shopping  
for a mattress  

was so difficult?” 


